
Linda LeRoy <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> 7/6/12

to me, Adam

Images are not displayed. Display images below - Always display images from linda@adamjkatzpa.com

Adam,
 
Attached are the Retained agreement discussed with Mr. Katz, and a copy of our Notice of Appearance.  Please initial the 
bottom pages 2 & 3 of the Retainer, and sign the last page in both places, then send it back to our office for our records.  
Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions or concerns.

 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION 
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
Disclaimer: This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If you believe that it has been sent to you in error, disregard it. 
Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error. Then delete it. Thank You.

 
Tax Advice Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that this communication (including 
any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the Internal 
Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any plan or arrangement addressed herein.

 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 Disclosure: Under U.S. Treasury regulations, we are required to inform you that any tax advice contained in this 
e-mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties imposed under the Internal Revenue 
Code.

 
P Before printing this email, please assess if it is really necessary

 
 

mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080


Amended Retainer

Inbox x
katz x

Linda LeRoy <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> 7/12/12

to me

Images are not displayed. Display images below - Always display images from linda@adamjkatzpa.com

Adam,
 
I have attached an amended schedule of payments for your retainer.  If at all possible, please pay the $1000 prior 
to August 10.  Thereafter, payments of $500 will be due at the end of each month from August through December.

 
 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY 
INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
Disclaimer: This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If you believe that it has been sent to you in error, 
disregard it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error. Then delete it. Thank You.

 
Tax Advice Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any plan or 
arrangement addressed herein.

 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 Disclosure: Under U.S. Treasury regulations, we are required to inform you that any tax advice contained in 
this e-mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties imposed under the 
Internal Revenue Code.

 
P Before printing this email, please assess if it is really necessary

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net


Re: Retainer

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 10/1/12

to Ivan

Hi Linda,

Could you let me know if you have received a copy of the video tapes from my arrest please?  Also, if they are unable to 
produce them could we please request a letter from the police station stating when and why the tapes from the three patrol 
cars present were destroyed?

Thank you.

On Thu, Jul 12, 2012 at 10:35 AM, Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> wrote:
Can you sign this for me please
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Linda LeRoy" <linda@adamjkatzpa.com>
Date: Jul 12, 2012 10:22 AM
Subject: Retainer
To: <ADOBRIN@gmail.com>
Mr. Dobrin,

 
I am forwarding your retainer again.  Please sign the last page in both places. 

 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
mailto:ADOBRIN@gmail.com
mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com
mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


Re: Waiver of Speedy

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 10/10/12

to Linda

Is there a reason the judge is asking for a notary? I am at a business convention and will hve 
trouble getting away until Sun.  Also is there an udate on the police tapes and or letter from 
the lhpd?
On Oct 10, 2012 4:02 PM, "Linda LeRoy" <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> wrote:

Adam,

 
Please have your signature notarized as quickly as possible, and return to me via email.

 
Thanks,

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com


RE: Waiver of Speedy

Inbox x
katz x

Linda LeRoy <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> 10/10/12

to me

Images are not displayed. Display images below - Always display images from linda@adamjkatzpa.com

This is a requirement for this particular judge.  She won’t grant the continuance 
unless we have it.  If you are staying in a hotel, they probably have someone who 
can do it, or as I said, any bank has a notary.  I need it before Friday.
 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY 
INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
Disclaimer: This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If you believe that it has been sent to you in error, 
disregard it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error. Then delete it. Thank You.

 
Tax Advice Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any plan or 
arrangement addressed herein.

 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 Disclosure: Under U.S. Treasury regulations, we are required to inform you that any tax advice contained in 
this e-mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties imposed under the 
Internal Revenue Code.

 
P Before printing this email, please assess if it is really necessary

 
From: Adam Dobrin [mailto:adobrin@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 4:17 PM
To: Linda LeRoy
Subject: Re: Waiver of Speedy
 

mailto:adobrin@gmail.com
tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net


Is there a reason the judge is asking for a notary? I am at a business convention and will hve trouble getting away 
until Sun.  Also is there an udate on the police tapes and or letter from the lhpd?
On Oct 10, 2012 4:02 PM, "Linda LeRoy" <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> wrote:
Adam,

 
Please have your signature notarized as quickly as possible, and return to me via email.

 
Thanks,

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY 
INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
Disclaimer: This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If you believe that it has been sent to you in error, 
disregard it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error. Then delete it. Thank You.

 
Tax Advice Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any plan or 
arrangement addressed herein.

 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 Disclosure: Under U.S. Treasury regulations, we are required to inform you that any tax advice contained in 
this e-mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties imposed under the 
Internal Revenue Code.

 
P Before printing this email, please assess if it is really necessary

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com


URGENT

Inbox x
katz x

Linda LeRoy <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> 10/12/12

to me

Images are not displayed. Display images below - Always display images from linda@adamjkatzpa.com

Adam, please call me as soon as possible.  You need to be in court on Monday morning

 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY 
INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
Disclaimer: This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If you believe that it has been sent to you in error, 
disregard it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error. Then delete it. Thank You.

 
Tax Advice Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that this communication 
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding 
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any plan or 
arrangement addressed herein.

 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 Disclosure: Under U.S. Treasury regulations, we are required to inform you that any tax advice contained in 
this e-mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties imposed under the 
Internal Revenue Code.

 
P Before printing this email, please assess if it is really necessary

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net


Re: URGENT

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 10/12/12

to Linda

There was no hearing scheduled for Monday, and it was my understanding that Adam would 
be appearing on my behalf.  Also no written notice was given by the court. 
Why am I being required to appear?

On Oct 12, 2012 2:14 PM, "Linda LeRoy" <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> wrote:
Adam, please call me as soon as possible.  You need to be in court on Monday morning

 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT AND 
ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
Disclaimer: This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If you believe that it has been sent 
to you in error, disregard it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error. Then delete 
it. Thank You.

 
Tax Advice Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that this 
communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 
purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any plan or arrangement addressed herein.

 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 Disclosure: Under U.S. Treasury regulations, we are required to inform you that any tax 
advice contained in this e-mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to 
avoid penalties imposed under the Internal Revenue Code.

 
P Before printing this email, please assess if it is really necessary

 

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com


Re: URGENT

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 10/12/12

to Linda

Also i saw you in person yesterday, and informed you i would be traveling this afternoon.. 
there is also no hearing docketed on the clerks website.  This is the second time I have been 
given one or two days informal notice of a mandatory appearance, and Mr Katz informed me 
at the last one that he would be able to appear on my behalf in the future.  Could you please 
forward a written notice from the court of my required appearance and advise as to why I am 
being harassed by this court. 
On Oct 12, 2012 5:26 PM, wrote:



Re: Court date

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 10/15/12

to Linda

Sorry i am flustered this appearance has caused significant hardship and cost by forcing a 
delay to a trip to Washington DC. 
I do not understand why Adam did not reschedule for a time when he would be in town.  I would appreciate if he 
no longer would send associates in his stead, as they appear to act very unprofessionally in returning neither of 
our calls.  Further i must be given advanced notice of appearance from Adam, i am no longer a child and travel 
quite frequently.

Thank you very much. 

On Oct 15, 2012 10:17 AM, "Linda LeRoy" <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> wrote:
Adam,

 
I spoke directly to Judge McCarthy on Friday, and she said that both you and the attorney must 
appear in court today for Calendar call.

 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT AND 
ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE.
Disclaimer: This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If you believe that it has been sent 
to you in error, disregard it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error. Then delete 
it. Thank You.

 
Tax Advice Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that this 
communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 
purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another party any plan or arrangement addressed herein.

 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 Disclosure: Under U.S. Treasury regulations, we are required to inform you that any tax 
advice contained in this e-mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to 
avoid penalties imposed under the Internal Revenue Code.

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com


RE: Court date

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 10/16/12

to Linda

is Adam in today? I need to make sure the Subpoenas are sent to the LHPD before the tapes 
are destroyed.  It is completely unacceptable that there has been no subpoena filed yet.
On Oct 15, 2012 11:36 AM, "Adam Dobrin" <adobrin@gmail.com> wrote:

Please forward a copy of the filed subpoena to LHPD aswell as the filed waiver of appearance.
On Oct 15, 2012 10:26 AM, "Linda LeRoy" <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> wrote:

Larry is on his way to the courtroom right now.
 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com
mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


RE: Court date

Inbox x
katz x

Linda LeRoy <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> 10/16/12

to me

Images are not displayed. Display images below - Always display images from linda@adamjkatzpa.com

He’s not back yet, but I will prepare the subpoenas.  We have to establish a cost 
account, $200 for now, to cover the filing and service on the records keepers.  
Please authorize the charge, and I will prepare the subpoenas for Adam’s 
signature.
 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

This cost account was established immediately.  

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net


Re: Subpoena & Discovery

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 10/31/12

to Linda

Hi, after reading the discovery -- could you please request a photograph of the evidence contained in 
lock.  Also a sample to be independently tested, and the name of the other officer or two (there were at 
least three cars), stopped after being pulled over.

I'm fairly certain there are a few irregularities in the police report, not the least of which the officers 
description of my demeanor being completely inconsistent with the type of drug.  Also, his narrative is 
a complete fabrication of the truth, after being asked to step out of the car, the officer immediately 
handcuffed me, and told me I was "running" and then searched  please see the 4th Amendment without 
due cause, or even asking.

Thanks.

Aft

On Wed, Oct 31, 2012 at 11:06 AM, Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> wrote:
Thanks, can you make an appointment for me to speak with a Adam please
On Oct 29, 2012 8:28 AM, "Linda LeRoy" <linda@adamjkatzpa.com> wrote:

Adam,

 
I’m sorry it took so long to get this to you.  Our computers and phones were down all 
day Friday.

 
 

Linda LeRoy
linda@adamjkatzpa.com
Adam J Katz, P.A
5571 University Dr.
Suite 204
Coral Springs, FL 33067
Phone: (954) 761-8080, Toll Free: (888) 529-5289
Fax: (954 523-5723

tel:(954%20523-5723
tel:(888)%20529-5289
tel:(954)%20761-8080
mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com
mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


 
THIS COMMUNICATION IS FROM A DEBT COLLECTOR. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO 
COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.
Disclaimer: This message may be protected by the attorney/client privilege. If you believe that it 
has been sent to you in error, disregard it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the 
message in error. Then delete it. Thank You.

 
Tax Advice Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform 
you that this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, 
and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code 
or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any plan or arrangement 
addressed herein.

 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 Disclosure: Under U.S. Treasury regulations, we are required to inform you 
that any tax advice contained in this e-mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, 
and cannot be used, to avoid penalties imposed under the Internal Revenue Code.

 
P Before printing this email, please assess if it is really necessary

 
 



State of Florida v. Adam Dobrin

Inbox x
katz x

Adam J Katz <adam@adamjkatzpa.com> 10/31/12

to me

Images are not displayed. Display images below - Always display images from adam@adamjkatzpa.com

Adam:

The Subpoena Duces Tecum will provide all the relevant documentation from the records custodian. 
However, all other evidence as it relates to credibility of officers, negative impeachment, facts of the 
incident, etc. must be through the Deposition Process as the most feasible and productive manner. If 
you can authorize those costs, I will get on it right away.
 
Best Regards,

Adam
 
 

From: Linda LeRoy [mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 1:41 PM
To: adam@adamjkatzpa.com
Subject: FW: Subpoena & Discovery
 
 
 

Linda LeRoy
l

mailto:lindaleroy@nationalrecovery.net
mailto:adam@adamjkatzpa.com
mailto:linda@adamjkatzpa.com


RE:

Inbox x
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Adam J Katz <adam@adamjkatzpa.com> 10/31/12

to me

Images are not displayed. Display images below - Always display images from adam@adamjkatzpa.com

Adam:

It is approximately $250 per Witness (Service of Subpoena, Court Reporter, Transcript). I will 
coordinate to meet with you next week.
 
Best Regards,
 
Adam
 

From: Adam Dobrin [mailto:adobrin@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 1:56 PM
To: adam@adamjkatzpa.com
Subject: Fwd:
 
Also -- wht will the costs be?
 
Can I meet with you sometime next week?

mailto:adam@adamjkatzpa.com
mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


Adam J Katz <adam@adamjkatzpa.com> 11/1/12

to me, Linda

Images are not displayed. Display images below - Always display images from adam@adamjkatzpa.com

I have Telephonic Hearings throughout the Day. I will let Linda know you will be here Today to pay the 
installment on the Retainer. When you are here I will advise her to schedule your consultation for next 
week so that we can review and strategize as to the Depositions. I do not want you expending 
unnecessary fees on costs, so let’s discuss and make our decision when we meet next week. Best to 
Dad.
 
Regards,
 
Adam
 

From: Adam Dobrin [mailto:adobrin@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 11:45 AM
To: Adam J Katz
Subject: Re: FW:
 
I can come pay the 500 today, but I need to speak to you in person before we file for the 
depositions.  Can we schedule a time today or next week to meet?
 

Katz agreed that the supboena duces tecum should suffice, though 
he never filed it.

mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


FOIA Request Received

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 11/5/12

to Adam, Linda

I received GPS tracking data from the LHPD showing that none of the officers involved in my stop 
exceeded the speed limit.  It is my belief that his proves that the stop for speeding, as well as the ticket 
are bad; and any evidence coming from that stop should be suppressed as fruit of the poisonous tree. 
 Please obtain the GPS tracking data yourself, using a Subpoena, through proper chain of custody.

Please file a motion to suppress the physical evidence, for the above reason.  Also please file a motion to dismiss with 
prejudice, as there is no longer any evidence.

I see no reason to need to pay for depositions if the case is dismissed, though I do not wish to wait around and see for very 
long.  If the motion to dismiss and suppress are denied, I will be expecting to depose the four officers as well as their IT 
office.

Please convey an urgency on my part to have this case dismissed with prejudice to the ADA.   Perhaps we can avoid an 
embarrassment for the Police Department and the Attorney's office.

Thanks.

-- 

---------------------
Adam Dobrin
adobrin@gmail.com

mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


RE: FOIA Request relating to arrest

Inbox x
katz x

Leonard Colasuonno <lcolasuonno@lighthousepoint.com> 11/7/12

to me

Adam
 
            We can estimate at looking at your request about 10 hours to start,
 
             It could be more , in any event payment would have to be made in advance before we start to
 
             Copy the records. So you can come by the police station and make payment of $266.60 and 
we will start to gather
 
             The records.
 
                lenny
 

-----Original Message-----
From: Adam Dobrin [mailto:adobrin@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 8:57 AM
To: Leonard Colasuonno
Subject: Re: FOIA Request relating to arrest
 
Thanks. Go ahead and fullfill the request.  Can you give me a ball park of the number 
of hours?
 

mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


Re: Subpoena's

katz x

Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> 11/9/12

to Adam, Linda

Please also subpoena NDI Recognition Systems (the City's vendor) for any video surveillance of the 
area between NE 33rd St and NE 49th St between 8:30 and 9:30 am on 6/10

On Tue, Nov 6, 2012 at 9:18 PM, Adam Dobrin <adobrin@gmail.com> wrote:
Please subpoena the traffic signal tapes from the City of Lighthouse Point from 8:50AM to 9:25AM 
on 6/10/2012 for all cameras on NE 33rd St, NE 39th St, Sample Rd (NE 36th St), and NE 49th St.

NE 33rd St might be in Pompano Beach

Also, Please subpoena Hertz for GPS location data for vehicle FL/R045LM for the same time period.

-- 

---------------------
Adam Dobrin
adobrin@gmail.com

mailto:adobrin@gmail.com
mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


RE: Subpoena's

Inbox x
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Adam J Katz <adam@adamjkatzpa.com> 11/29/12

to me, Linda

Adam:

Custodial Records Holder at LPPD was issued a subpoena. I will address these other subpoenas before the 
Weekend and be in touch.

Regards,

 
Adam

From: Adam Dobrin [mailto:adobrin@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:25 PM
To: Linda LeRoy; Adam J Katz
Subject: Subpoena's

Please respond as to whether or not subpoena's have been issued to the City of Lighthouse Point and the City of Deerfield Beach relating 
to the traffic camera's between Sample Road and 49th St during the time of the stop.

I have evidence that the stop was improper, that neither myself nor the Police Officer were speeding.  This needs to be verified with video 
to back it up.  

I've asked for months now!

Please subpoena both cities for the providers of the camera systems, and the cities themselves for footage from the cameras.

Also, please subpoena the LHPD for the name of the provider of their car GPS tracking service, so that provider can be subpoena'd also.

Thanks.

I need this done before the data is "routinely destroyed" delay is not an option!

mailto:adobrin@gmail.com


Adam J Katz <adam@adamjkatzpa.com> 12/3/12

to me

Adam:

I have no problem preparing, issuing and serving all requisite Subpoena's and Discovery requests, however, I 
must have your approval and payment for costs per the Retainer Agreement prior to commencing same. Time 
being of the essence, please confirm immediately.

 
Best Regards,

 
Adam

From: Adam J Katz [mailto:adam@adamjkatzpa.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 9:03 AM
To: 'Adam Dobrin'
Subject: RE: Subpoena's

Adam:

Call Linda ASAP and provide costs for Subpoenas, Process Server, Couriers, Copies from Custodian. She will 
let you know the Costs and all the remaining Discovery requests will be processed as a priority.

 
Best Regards,

 
Adam

At this point, nearly 2.5 months later, and after numerous emails reminding me to pay his “retainer 
installments”  (which they were, all on time), and after ghisiving him an additional 200$ for “expenses” 
he makes his first mention of needing additional funds.  He and his assistant communicated with me 
regularly, he had numerous emails from me detailing the evidence which I had collected, and did not 
act on them.  This is not a mistake, it is not a case of someone that is not clearly in communication with 
the client, it is intentional suppression and destruction of evidence.

mailto:adam@adamjkatzpa.com
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